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Terahertz functional devices with high-Q factor play an important role in spectral
sensing, security imaging, and wireless communication. The reported terahertz
devices based on the electromagnetic induction transparency (EIT) effect cannot
meet the needs of high-Q in practical applications due to the low-Q factor.
Therefore, to increase the Q-factor of resonance, researchers introduced the
concept of bound state in the continuum (BIC). In the quasi-BIC state, the
metasurface can be excited by the incident wave and provide resonance with a
high-Q factor because the condition that the resonant state of the BIC state is
orthogonal is not satisfied. The split ring resonator (SRR) is one of the most
representative artificial microstructures in the metasurface field, and it shows
great potential in BIC. In this paper, based on the classical single-SRR array
structure, we combine the large and small SRR and change the resonance mode
of the inner and outer SRR by changing the outer radius of the inner SRR. The
metasurface based on parameter-tuned BIC verified that the continuousmodulation
of parameters in a system could make a pair of resonant states strongly coupled, and
the coherent cancellation of the resonant states will cause the linewidth of one of the
resonant states to disappear, thus forming BIC. Compared with the single-SRR array
metasurface based on symmetry-protected BIC, the dual-SRR array metasurface
designed in this paper has multiple accidental BICs and realizes multichannel
multiplexing of X-polarization and Y-polarization. It provides a brilliant platform
for high-sensitivity optical sensor array, low threshold laser and efficient optical
harmonic generation.
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1 Introduction

Artificial microstructures can capture photons at a sub-wavelength scale, thus generating
high-density local electromagnetic energy, which has been widely used in optical field control,
Lan et al. (2021) Zang et al. (2019). Artificial microstructures can also realize complex wavefront
modulation, including modulation of light amplitude, phase, dispersion, and polarization Al-
Naib and Withayachumnankul (2017), Zhu et al. (2022), Zang et al. (2021), Zang et al. (2020).
Among them, metallic structures based on plasmon response can enhance the electric or
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magnetic field at the surface or gap of the structure Ren et al. (2018),
Ren et al. (2019). The intrinsic ohmic loss and Q-factor of metal
structures are generally low, and the radiation loss will reduce the
Q-factor, thereby reducing the efficiency of light-matter interaction
Ren et al. (2021). For the application of terahertz technology in
spectral sensing, security imaging, and wireless communication,
terahertz functional devices with high-Q factor play an essential
role Jansen et al. (2011), Singh et al. (2014). The high-Q factor is
an essential performance index in nonlinear research based on solid
field terahertz technology, which means better monochromaticity,
maximum dispersion of slow light, and more vital terahertz matter
interactionMittleman (2017), Ren et al. (2020), Wang et al. (2021).
However, the reported Q-factor of terahertz devices based on EIT
effect is normally lower than 10, which can not meet the needs of
practical applications for high-Q factor Xu et al. (2016). The concept of
the bound state in the continuum (BIC) provides help to break this
bottleneck.

BIC is located in the radiation continuum region in the energy
spectrum and is orthogonal to the radiation continuum, also called the
implanted eigenstate Bogdanov et al. (2019a), Wang L. et al. (2022).
Theoretically, BIC has an infinite 8Q-factor but cannot be excited by
the incident wave Doeleman et al. (2018), Lee et al. (2020). However,
near the parameter space of BIC, quasi-BIC can be excited by the
incident wave because it does not meet the orthogonality condition of
the deep state Azzam et al. (2018). At this time, the Q-factor of the
resonant state is considerably improved, which is of great significance
to the development of devices Wang X. et al. (2022). In 1985, Friedrich
and Wintgen could make a pair of resonance states firmly coupled by
continuously modulating the parameters in a system Friedrich and
Wintgen (1985). Coherent cancellation of the resonance states will
cause the linewidth of one of the resonance states to disappear, thus
forming BIC Bogdanov et al. (2019b). This mechanism is also called
the Friedrich-Wintgen condition, which provides a simple and
effective method for researchers to find high-Q factor resonance
states in various wave systems Hsu et al. (2013), Kang et al. (2021).
In the momentum space of a two-dimensional photonic crystal, the
mass factor of the guidedmode resonance state diverges not only at the
origin but also at the non-high symmetry point. The BIC at the non-
high symmetrical point is called the accidental BIC, and the accidental
BIC can be formed by tuning the system parameters Hsu et al. (2016a),
Meng et al. (2022). BIC based on Friedrich-Wintgen condition (FW-
BIC) is an accidental BIC with parameter modulation. In principle,
BIC, introduced by Friedrich-Wintgen’s parametric modulation
method, is easier to realize than predicted in quantum-damping
potential wells Lu et al. (2021). In the artificial microstructure
photonic system, researchers only need to continuously modulate
some parameters, such as wave vector and structure parameters, to
achieve coherent cancellation of modes under stable coupling
conditions and then achieve BIC Han et al. (2021); Sadreev (2021).
When the two resonators are distant apart, the BIC generated by
parameter tuning can be interpreted as the Fabry-Perot BIC (FP-BIC).
Two resonances are coupled to one radiation channel, and each
resonance acts as a perfect reflector near the resonance frequency,
so the two can trap waves in between when the round-trip phase shift
is an integer multiple of 2π, resulting in FP-BIC.Hsu et al. (2016b).

Various BIC-based optical metasurfaces with ultra high-Q factor
have been realized by the extremely high degree of freedom of design
and the advantages of plane integration of the metasurface in recent
years Wang et al. (2021), Xu et al. (2016), Rybin et al. (2017). Split ring

resonator (SRR), as the earliest and most representative artificial
microstructure in the metasurface, has the advantages of solid
resonance, clear principle, and easy processing. However, the
application of SRR in BIC has yet to be thoroughly studied. Using
classical metal SRR to realize BIC in the terahertz band is expected to
realize high-Q THz functional devices with precise mechanisms and
convenient application. Previous studies have found symmetry-
protected BIC in metal SSRs in terahertz and optical bands Ren
et al. (2021), Niu et al. (2021), Cong and Singh (2019). If only the
symmetry-protected BIC of the SRR structure is used to realize BIC,
the design idea is limited, and it is not easy to further improve the
Q-factor of the device.

So in this paper, based on the classical metal single-SRR array, we
embed a small split ring resonator into a large split ring resonator to
form a polarization multiplexing multi-channel metasurface. The
designed polarization multiplexing metasurface can transmit two
independent data information simultaneously through two
mutually orthogonal X and Y polarization states of light in the
same wavelength channel to double the total system capacity and
spectrum utilization. This will greatly improve the performance of the
sensing system. We conduct numerical simulation research on the
metasurface by using electromagnetic simulation software. The
resonance mode of the inner SRR and the outer SRR switch by
changing the outer radius of the inner SRR. We verified that there
are multiple BIC states on the metal metasurface, and obtained the
high-Q resonances formed by BIC leakage. In addition, we discussed
eigenmodes of symmetry-protected BIC by simulating a single-SRR
array. Compared with the single-SRR array based on symmetry-
protected BIC, the dual-SRR array metasurface designed in this
paper based on FW-BIC and FP-BIC has more sharp resonance
and additional BIC points, providing a massive platform for high-
sensitivity array optical sensing, low threshold laser, and efficient
optical harmonic generation. The more the outer radius of the inner
circle deviates from the BIC state, the more pronounced is the
resonant response, which makes the transmittance spectrum of the
metasurface capable of sensing beyond the spacing.

2 Materials and methods

To realize the metasurface based on parameter-tuned BIC, we
designed a model element consisting of two coupled split ring
resonators, and the whole metasurface extends to infinity along the
translational symmetry. Our structure can resonate under the normal
incidence terahertz wave with the polarization direction of both X and
Y and produce different results in the range of 0.2–1.6 THz as shown
in Figure 1. The metamaterial structure consists of an aluminum
device and a PI substrate. The period of the metasurface is p = 200 um,
and additional parameters are shown in Figure 1B. The substrate is
polyimide with a dielectric constant of 3.5, negative tangent angle of
0.037, and thickness of 20 um. Aluminum devices are coplanar and
composed of internal and external SRRs. The thickness of aluminum is
200 nm, and the conductivity is 3.74E7 S/m. We have fixed these
parameters throughout the paper, and the only exception is the outer
radius of the inner ring. We performed the simulation using the finite
element method (FEM) of COMSOL Multiphysics 6.1, Inc. (2020).
The change of the outer radius of the inner ring (R2) will alter the
resonance mode of the inner and outer SRRs, thus switching the state
between quasi-BIC and BIC. Since SRRs do not introduce symmetrical
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breakage elements, the physical mechanism behind them contrasts
sharply to the metasurface based on the symmetry-protected BIC
proposed previously.

To better explain the FW-BIC principle, we describe the two-mode
system coupled by two ports using a time-coupled mode theoretical
model:

d
dt

r1
r2

[ ] � d11 d12

d21 d22
[ ] p1+

p2+
[ ] + j

ω1 + jτ1 d + jτ12
d + jτ21 ω2 + jτ2

[ ] r1
r2

[ ]
As given by the formula, the coupling coefficient between mode i

and port j is expressed by dij (i, j ∈ 1, 2); the input amplitudes of ports
one and two are p1+ and p2+; ω1 and ω2, τ1 and τ2 indicate the resonant
frequency and attenuation rate of the two modes, respectively; d is the
direct coupling rate between the two modes; τ12 and τ21 are the

coupling coefficients generated by damping, and finally, the resonance
amplitude of the mode supported by the system could be expressed by
r1 and r2. Due to the symmetry of the system, τ12 = τ21 =

����
τ1τ2

√
.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be calculated as:

H � jω1 − τ1 jd − τ12
jd − τ21 jω2 − τ2

[ ]
By calculating the eigenvalues of H, we obtain the resonant

frequencies of the mixed mode as follows:

f± � ±
�����������������������������������
j ω1 − ω2( ) − τ1 − τ2( )[ ]2 + 4 jd − ����

τ1τ2
√( )2√

− τ1 + τ2( )
2

+ j
ω1 + ω2( )

2

FIGURE 1
Model design and transmission spectrum measurement. (A) 3D sketch map of the metasurface. (B) Plan sketch of design metasurface. The design
dimensions are p = 200 um, R1 = 90 um,W= 10 um, g = 12 um, and R2 changes. (C) Amplitude transmission spectra of the elementary surfaces with different
R2 under X polarization. (D) Amplitude transmission spectra ofmetasurfaces with different R2 under Y polarization. The red arrow and the blue arrowmark the
two different eigenfrequency corresponding to FW-BIC, and the green arrow mark the two same eigenfrequency corresponding to FP-BIC.
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The first term in the formula is the real part of the eigenmode, and
the second term is the imaginary part of the eigenmode.The real and
imaginary parts represent the resonance frequency and decay rate of
the mixed eigenmodes, respectively. f+ and f− denote the two resonant
modes. Once the two modes couple to each other, the resonant
frequencies of the two resonant modes correspond to transmission
valleys and the coupling between the two modes forms a transmission
peak. When the Friedrich-Wintgen condition (δω ����

τ1τ2
√ � n(τ1 −

τ2)) is satisfied, the real number of f+ is offset to 0 and becomes a
pure imaginary number, meaning that this eigenmode becomes a BIC
with zero radiative loss. If the Friedrichs-Wintgen condition is not
satisfied, calculating the ratio of the central frequency of the
transmission valley (f0) to the full width of the half peak of the
transmission spectrum (HWFM) can obtain the Q-factor of the
transmission valley (Q = f0/HWFM). Similarly, we can obtain two
eigenvalues of Hamiltonian of FP-BIC is f± = ω0 ± d − jτ(1 ± ejψ). Hsu
et al. (2016b) Obviously, when ψ is an integer multiple of π, one of the
two eigenmodes becomes a FP-BIC with a purely real eigen-frequency,
while the other eigenmode becomes more lossy with twice the original
decay rate.

3 Resluts

With an X-polarized incident wave, when the outer radius of the
inner SRR (R2) is 50 um, transmission valleys corresponding to quasi-
BIC appear at 0.74 THz and 1.25 THz, as shown in Figure 1C. The

current distribution shows that the first transmission minimum
marked by the red arrow is LC mode, the second marked by the
blue arrow is dipole mode, and the third marked by the green arrow is
LC mode. The transmission valley at 0.76 THz results from coupling
LC mode marked by the red arrow and dipole mode marked by the
blue arrow. Since the LC and dipole modes are coupled through
resonant and leaky channels, the quasi-BIC die has the Fano line shape
predicted by theoretical calculations. As R2 increases, the dipole mode
shifts to a lower frequency, close to the frequency of the first LC
resonance. The transmission valley 1.23 THz is the result of coupling
between two adjacent dual-SRR units. With the increase of R2, it
gradually reaches an integral multiple of ψ being π, and the eigenmode
becomes a BIC mode with pure real eigenfrequency. The
corresponding eigenfrequency is marked with green arrows. The
decrease of frequency detuning leads to the decrease of
transmission valley value and the increase of Q-factor. For the
outer radius of the inner SRR of 60 um, the FW-BIC at 0.76 THz
can be identified by the vanishing of the Fano transmission valley. For
an inner ring radius of 65 um, the FP-BIC at 1.23 THz can be
identified by the vanishing of the Fano transmission valley. When
the BIC condition is broken by additionally increasing the radius of the
inner ring, a transmission valley appears again.

With a Y-polarized incident wave, the quasi-BIC Fano valley also
appears when R2 is 50 um, as shown in Figure 1D. The transmission
valley 1.23 THz is the result of coupling between two adjacent dual-
SRR units. With the increase of R2, it gradually reaches an integral
multiple of ψ being π, and the eigenmode becomes a BIC mode with

FIGURE 2
The figure shows the symmetry-protected BIC (SP-BIC) excited by a single-SRR array. (A) A color map of the simulated transmission spectrum of BIC is
drawn by scanning the symmetrical broken gap from 0 um to 50 um with an X-polarized incident wave. (B) A color map of the simulated transmission
spectrum of BIC is drawn by scanning the symmetrical broken gap from 0 um to 50 um with a Y-polarized incident wave. (C) The X-O-Y plane current and
Z-directionmagnetic field intensity correspond to quasi-BIC and BICmodes under X polarization. (D) The X-O-Y plane current and Z-directionmagnetic
field intensity correspond to quasi-BIC and BIC modes under Y polarization.
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pure real eigenfrequency. The corresponding eigenfrequency is
marked with green arrows. The quasi-BIC valley also appears when
R2 is 50 um, as shown in Figure 1D. The decrease of frequency
detuning leads to the decrease of transmission valley value and the
increase of Q factor. For an outer radius of 60 um from the inner SRR,
the FP-BIC can be identified by the vanishing of the Fano transmission
valley. When the BIC condition is broken by additionally increasing
the radius of the inner ring, a transmission valley appears again.

It is worth noting that, unlike the symmetry-protected BIC, the
current quasi-BIC in the structure is mirror symmetric and is not
compromised by changing the size of the inner ring radius. In our
structure, the resonant frequency of the dipole mode can be tuned by
changing the radius of the inner ring (R2). However, changing the
outer radius of the inner SRR does not change the resonance frequency
of the LC mode, which is considerably different from the symmetry-
protected BIC case. With such a platform, we can control the
frequency detuning between the two modes near the ideal BIC.

4 Discussion

For a more intuitive comparison with the symmetry-protected
BIC, we simulate the transmission spectrum, surface current, and
magnetic field of a single asymmetric SRR array. Figures 2A,B and

show the transmission spectrum of a single-SRR array with X- and Y
polarized incident wave when the asymmetry parameter is increased.
It can be seen that a symmetry-protected BIC state is observed at about
0.38 THz for both X- and Y-polarized modes. The single channel
regulated by the symmetry-protected BIC has the same frequency in
the X and Y polarization modes. For a single-SRR array metasurface
with an asymmetry parameter of 20 um, the Q-factor is 19.3 for
X-polarization and 22 for Y-polarization, which is higher than the
general Q-factor of EIT devices.The simulated surface current and
magnetic field distribution clearly show the BIC-related mode in
Figures 2C,D and show that the quasi-BIC of the annular
symmetric protection is a standard four dipole. When the
symmetry is broken, the opposite direction currents of the two
arms of the resonator are responsible for the quasi-BIC
phenomenon. Although the BIC is excited by two different
polarization waves, they arise from the same mechanism.

Based on the above traditional SRR array, we propose a dual-SRR
array metasurface, which uses the interaction of two quadrupoles to
obtain resonances with higher Q-factors. In Figure 3A, two significant
BIC features are observed at about 0.74 THz and R2 = 57 um,
1.25 THz and R2 = 61 um under X-polarized wave, labeled
BIC1 and BIC2, respectively. A BIC labeled BIC3 can also be
observed at 1.18 THz and R2 = 63 um under Y-polarized wave in
Figure 3B. We marked the positions of the three BICs with red stars.

FIGURE 3
The numerical study of quasi-BIC caused by inter and outer double-ring resonance is shown. (A) Under the X-polarized incident wave, by scanning the
inner ring radius from 35 um to 75 um, a color map of the simulated transmission spectrum of parameter-tuned BIC is drawn. (B) Under the Y-polarized
incident wave, by scanning the inner ring radius from 35 um to 75 um, a color map of the simulated transmission spectrum of parameter-tuned BIC is drawn.
(C) Corresponding to the first BIC’s Q-factor and energy band structure (illustration). (D) Corresponding to the second BIC’s Q-factor and energy band
structure (illustration). (E) Corresponding to the third BIC’s Q-factor and energy band structure (illustration). Reduction of metal loss, the imaginary part of
dielectric constant ϵ reduced to 10e-6. The quasi-BIC we studied appears in the first Brillouin zone Γ point, with an extremely high-Q factor.
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When R2 parameter is 50 um, the Q-factor of quasi-BIC1 under
X-polarized wave, quasi-BIC2 and quasi-BIC3 under Y-polarized
wave are 9.2, 31.2, and 33.5 respectively. Compared with the BIC
in Figure 2, the phenomenon of these three BICs is more obvious, and
the Q-factor of quasi-BIC2 and quasi-BIC3 is higher than that of
symmetry-protected quasi-BIC.

For an ideal BIC, the theoretical Q-factor should go to infinity
when the imaginary part of the permittivity is set to 0. However, the
intrinsic loss of metals leads to a finite Q-factor. In such a lossy BIC,
the loss mechanism comes from the ohmic losses in the metal and the
dielectric losses in the substrate, while the energy leakage from the

metasurface to the ports is zero. We simplified the imaginary part of
the dielectric constant to 10E-6, and the loss factor of the substrate to
0 to calculate the Q-factor close to the lossless metal (the first Brillouin
zone of the square lattice is plotted at the upper left of Figure 3).
Figures 3C–E shows the Q-factor calculated by this method around
0.74 THz, 1.25 THz, and 1.16 THz (the insert figure shows the possible
eigenmodes near the eigenfrequency), indicating that the Q-factor
calculated by quasi-BIC is located at the symmetric point Γ.

In the BIC state, the energy transfer of electromagnetic waves is
mainly in the z-axis direction, and the magnetic field is limited to the
X-O-Y plane. However, in the case of quasi-BIC, due to energy

FIGURE 4
(A) Corresponding to the quasi-BIC mode with smaller R2, the X-O-Y plane current and Z direction magnetic field intensity under different frequencies
and modes. (B) Corresponding to the BIC mode with R2 close to the X-O-Y plane current and Z direction magnetic field intensity under different frequencies
and modes. (C) The current in the X-O-Y plane and magnetic field intensity in the Z direction corresponds to quasi-BIC mode with larger R2 at different
frequencies and modes. The dashed line indicates the position of the BIC eigenfrequency.
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leakage, part of the magnetic field will be generated outside the X-O-Y
plane. Therefore, by monitoring the magnetic field component in the
z-axis direction, it is easy to verify the energy leakage in the case of
quasi-BIC. We monitored the z-direction magnetic field intensity and
the corresponding current distribution of the transmission valleys
with R2 = 50 um, 60 um, and 70 um at 0.74 THz, 1.25 THz, and
1.16 THz, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. Under the ideal BIC state,
the magnetic field in the z-axis direction should be 0. The magnetic
field in the z-axis direction excited under the state close to BIC
corresponding to R2 = 60 um is tiny, indicating that the energy
leakage is small. In comparison, R2 = 50 um and R2 = 70 um
correspond to the strong magnetic field in the Z direction around
the SRRs in a quasi-BIC state. It can be seen that the magnetic field in
the quasi-BIC state is more substantial than that in the BIC state,
indicating that there is apparent magnetic field leakage. This further
verified our conjecture that the high-Q transmission peak is excited by
quasi-BIC phenomena.

According to the surface current analysis, the dual-SRR array has
two kinds of resonant modes: the LC mode with opposite current
direction and the dipole mode with the same current direction. By
monitoring the frequencies corresponding to the transmission valleys,
it can be found that when the quasi-BIC switches to the BIC, the LC
mode entirely disappears and the dipole mode remains. At 0.74 THz,
1.25 THz, and 1.16 THz, the surface currents are distributed in
opposite flow directions along the double metal SRRs of the cell,
and both generate anti-homogeneous magnetic dipoles when R2 is
50 um. Fano resonances have been reported to be excited by a set of
antiparallel magnetic dipoles. The magnetic dipoles are weakly
coupled to free space and appear as high-Q resonances. It can be
verified that in the case of nested double SRRs, three independent BICs
can be generated by the interaction of two quadrupoles.

In this paper, we propose a double SRRs nested model, which uses
the interaction of two quadrupoles to obtain a higher Q-factor. The
high-Q resonance due to the BIC leakage can be obtained by switching
the resonant modes of the inter-SRR and the outer SRR by varying the
inter-SRR radius. We verified that all three high-Q transmission peaks
are excited by BIC-like phenomena by simulating magnetic field
leakage in the Z-direction and surface currents. That is, the
interaction of two quadrupoles can give rise to three parameter-
tuned BICs. Compared with the single ring based on symmetry-
protected BIC, the dual-SRR array metasurface based on accidental
BIC designed in this paper has more sharp resonance and more BIC
points, which can realize the function of polarization multiplexing
multi-channel and can provide a huge platform for highly sensitive
array optical sensing and efficient optical harmonic generation.In

addition, the higher the outer radius of the inner circle deviates
from the BIC state, the more pronounced is the resonant response,
whichmakes the transmittance spectrum of themetasurface capable of
sensing beyond the spacing.
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